Safe & Secure Digital Media

With a platform built around security, Tripleplay Digital Signage and IPTV solutions have been deployed in some of the most secure and secretive of organisations across the globe, delivering communications and entertainment for governments, local councils, military premises and a variety of public service bodies.

Our Digital Signage and IPTV delivers a professional and impacting display for any office premises or government facility, creating an eye catching communications and promotions tool whilst simultaneously creating an entertainment method too for visitors or staff on their break. Digital Signage is also a great way of generating revenue through selling advertising space to local business partners.

**Key Features of our Government Solution:**

- Active directory, SaML, LDAP integration.
- User access controls.
- Centralised management.
- Integrated Digital Signage and IPTV.
- Event triggers and overrides.
- Live streaming.

“TRIPLEPLAY PROVIDED A TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION THAT IS MODERN, HIGH QUALITY, RELIABLE AND SECURE.”
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**Queue Management and Waiting Rooms**
Digital screens are an effective way to display wait times and communicate to visitors within your facility. Integrating IPTV into these displays adds an extra level of care by entertaining visitors, reducing their perceived waiting times and enhancing their experience.

**Wayfinding**
Ensuring visitors can find their way around is important to any organisation and interactive digital signage is a great way to deliver a modern experience. Using our Advanced Digital Signage player we can create interactive information points for visitors to find their way around and navigate unfamiliar premises. These information points can then also be used to push promotional messaging and content.

**Visual and Audio Communication**
Government properties need to embrace inclusive communications strategies, ensuring all visitors and staff are catered to. Digital Signage can be used to deliver messaging both visually and audibly, giving a much greater sense of inclusion and a more modern and dynamic way to assist all using the facility.

**Disaster & Emergency Communications**
Digital Signage networks are a simple and fast way to communicate emergency messaging. With the ability to connect Tripleplay’s system to emergency alarm systems pre-set posters and messages can be delivered instantly, advising both employees and the public of the best course of action. These messages can also be triggered manually from a mobile device or laptop, meaning that any employee, with appropriate access rights and regardless of location, can trigger the alarm.

**Town Hall Addresses & Overflow**
Tripleplay’s digital media platform also delivers live IP camera streams, allowing for the delivery of Town Hall addresses to any IP enabled device on the organisation’s network; mobile phone, tablet, PC, Mac, Set Top Box or supported Smart TV. This functionality also allows for the delivery of meeting content to overflow rooms when the need arises.

Integrates with:
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